Statistical results are presented from Polax/CAMMICE measurements of events during which the plasma sheet ions have penetrated deeply into the inner magnetosphere. Owing to their characteristic structure in energy-time spectrograms, these events are called "intense nose events." Almost 400 observations of such structures were made during 1997. Intense nose events axe shown to be more frequent in the dusk than in the dawn sector. They typically penetrate well inside L -4, the deepest penetration having occurred around midnight and noon. The intense nose events axe associated with magnetic (substorm) activity. However, even moderate activity (AE = 150-250 nT) resulted in formation of these structures. In a case study of November 3, 1997, three sequential inner magnetosphere crossings of the Polar and Interball Auroral spacecraft are shown, each of which exhibited signatures of intense nose-like structures. Using the innermost boundary determinations from these observations, it is demonstrated that a large-scale convective electric field alone cannot account for the inward motion of the structure. It is suggested that the intense nose structures are caused by short-lived intense electric fields (in excess of •-1 mV/m) in the inner tail at L=4-5. 1. Introduction The ring current encircling the Earth in the range L=3-5 is carried mainly by energetic ions roughly in the energy interval 30 to 300 keV [Daglis et al., 1999]. Further away, the plasma sheet has a characteristic ion temperature of a few keV. During magnetically quiet periods, these populations are quite distinct and are also separated in space. On the other hand, during disturbed periods, plasma sheet particles can penetrate to the inner magnetosphere even inside the plasmapause. Smith and Hoffman [1974] found storm time ion enhancements inside the plasmapause with characteristic "nose" structures in the 90 ø pitch angle ion spectrograms from Explorer 45. The Explorer 45 data covered the equatorial inner magnetosphere (L < 5) in the afternoon to midnight sector. Ejiri et al. [1980] examined Magnetospheric ion composition spectrometer onboard the CRRES spacecraft, J. Spacecr. Rockets, 29, 585-591, 1992. Wygant, J., et al., Experimental evidence on the role of the large spatial scale electric field in creating the ring current,
the nose structures observed by Explorer 45 in more detail and described the pertinent features of these events. They showed that the nose structures appear at low L values all the way to the plasmapause with flux increases in the energy range of 15-25 keV. At larger L values, both the higher-energy and lower-energy particle fluxes show further increase. The highest probability of occurence was found to be at 2000 magnetic local time Many other studies have been devoted to the ion distributions at 4 < L < 7 based on observations from both equatorial spacecraft [Mcllwain, 1972; Kistler et al., 1989; $ergeev et al., 1991 ] and from polarorbiting satellites [$hirai et al., 1997; Fennell et al., 1998; Peterson et al., 1998 ]. Most studies assumed that plasma sheet particles in the ring current region entered from the plasma sheet as a consequence of effects caused by convection, corotarion, and magnetic gradient and curvature drifts. Thus the nose structures play an important role in the plasma sheet-ring current interaction.
Substorms are known to change the plasma configuration in the inner magnetosphere: during the growth 25, 205 phase, the plasma sheet moves earthward, and at substorm onset energetic particles are injected at or near geosynchronous orbit (see Baker et al. [1996] and references therein). Friedel et al. [1996] examined data from the CRRES satellite in a near-equatorial orbit to find the locations of nearly dispersionless injections associated with substorm onsets. They showed that the injections can occur deep in the inner magnetosphere to L = 4.3 and that they are distributed up to -t-5 hours in local time around local magnetic midnight. Thus these dispersionless injections occur in the same location where the nose structures are observed. Ejiri [1978] , Ejiri et al. [19801, and Ebihara et al. [1998] tried to interpret the observed patterns in terms of the temporal history of energetic ion distributions formed at the beginning of the storm main phase by a sudden enhancement of the electric field. Sergeev et al.
[1991] studied a long period of steady magnetospheric convection and analyzed the ion motion using singleparticle drifts from the tail in realistic magnetic and electric fields (Volland-Stern model in Ejiri's calculations). They found that in that case the time stationary fields were adequate to reproduce the observed plasma distributions including both protons and electrons in the range of auroral energies (1-20 keV) as well as to accurately give the plasmapause (cold plasma) position. Ebihara et al. [1998] studied the enhancements of a directional differential flux of energetic particles in the inner magnetosphere taking into account the induced dawn-dusk electric field due to dipolarization during the substorm onset. The calculations showed good agreement with Explorer 45 observations. Thus at least for some events, the adiabatic drift theory explains reasonably well both penetration distances and MLT dependence of nose structures, but many open questions remain. For example, previous studies have not demonstrated whether typical convection electric fields can account for the inward injection or the formation of reverse gradients in the radial pressure distribution.
When examining particle entry, it is critically important to know the electric field distribution in the inner magnetosphere. Typical values of this electric field range from fractions of a millivolt per meter to •01 mV/m [Mozer, 1973; Maynard et al., 1983; Baumjoharm et al., 1985] . Intense electric fields (several millivolts per meter) have also been detected in the inner magnetosphere at L=2-5 during increased geomagnetic activity [Pedersen, 1992; Maynard et al., 1996; Rowland and Wygant, 1998; Wygant et al., 1998 ]. In general, the electric field usually displays a very complicated and variable behavior, where the fluctuations can be an order of magnitude larger than the mean value [Mozer, 1973] . Because such variable fields are difficult to include in models, there are many unresolved questions concerning the structure of the electric field that allows the formation of the observed intense nose structures.
In our paper we study a class of nose events seen as an overlapping of the plasma sheet (10-50 keV) and Polar crosses the ring current region covering all latitudes from the equatorial plane to the lobe. Polar crosses both the ring current and near-Earth plasma sheet regions every 9 hours and spends a good portion of the time in the region of interest (L < 6). We examined observations from the entire year of 1997 and found about 400 intense nose structures, covering the entire range of MLT values and a wide spectrum of auroral electrojet (AE) values. We present statistical results of the occurrence and penetration of intense nose structures in the inner magnetosphere and their dependence on MLT and substorm activity level. In one well-observed event on November 3, 1997, we use three subsequent inner magnetosphere crossings by Polar and Interball Auroral probe on which we see the clear signatures of intense nose structures. We employ magnetic field modeling to examine the inward motion of the structure. In the discussion section, we deduce, by using the observed plasmapause position and particle tracing, the large-scale electric field which was required to explain the observed inward motion. We demonstrate that the inward displacement of the intense nose structure in this case could not be explained only by a large-scale electric field action, but requires very intense local electric fields in the near tail at L--4-5.
Instrumentation:

Polar CAMMICE/MICS
The Polar spacecraft is on a ,•86 ø inclination elliptical orbit with a 9 Rz apogee, 1.8 Rz perigee, and 18-hour orbital period. The orbit apogee is over the northern polar region. The spin axis is normal to the orbit plane to allow the imagers to view the high-latitude regions almost continuously and to enable the particle instruments to map the complete charged particle distribution function, including the loss cone.
The 
Intense Nose Event on November 3, 1997
The intense nose structure observed on November 3, 1997, is a typical example of the events we selected for our study from the Polar/MICS measurements. In particular, this event was chosen for detailed examination, because the intense nose structure appeared as a result of an isolated substorm following a long period of very low activity. Furthermore, the Interball Auroral spacecraft crossed the same MLT sector 2 hours before the Polar measurements were made, which gave a unique chance to study the temporal evolution of the intense nose structure. The top panel of Figure 1000-12130 UT) . The spectrograms in Plates 3a and 3b were recorded during the quiet period (see Figure 1) , and there are no signatures of the intense nose-like structure. The intense nose structure in Plate 3c is the one described in detail above. A similar intense nose-like structure was observed on the dayside (Plate 3d). Polar measured this structure about 14 hours later than that on the nightside. After the second substorm on November 3, 1997, there were additional disturbances, and November 4, 1997, was a disturbed day. Therefore we cannot conclusively relate these structures seen on the nightside and on the dayside about 14 hours apart. 
Statistical Results
MLT and Activity Dependence of Intense
Dependence of the Intense Nose Structure Inner Edge on Substorm Activity
The dependence of the location of the inner edge of the intense nose structure on substorm activity was examined by selecting isolated substorms that were preceded by at least I day of magnetic quiescence. This allowed us to conclusively associate the substorm activity with the intense nose structure formation.
From Polar MICS measurements made in 1997-1999, 24 events met our selection criteria. There are no clear signatures of intense nose structures during extended quiet periods. Figure 4 gives the dependence of the edges of the intense nose structures (L values) on the level of the preceding substorm activity (maximum of AE). Note that the intense nose.like structures are observed not only during pronounced activity, but also during relatively small disturbances (AE of 150-250 nT). Figure 4 also shows a tendency of particles to penetrate closer to the Earth as the level of substorm activity increases.
Discussion
In this paper, we have shown observations of intense nose structures measured twice by Polar and once by
Interball Auroral within 4 hours. Here we discuss the large-scale convection pattern during those observations and whether that convection would be sufficient to bring the plasma sheet population deep into the inner magnetosphere. projections of the plasmapause positions were computed by using the magnetic field model described above and are shown in Table 2 045/(1 -0.159Kp + 0.0093Kp 2) 
November
5.1.2.
Formation of intense nose structures. As is seen from the Polar observations of the intense nose structure edges (Table 2) , the intense nose structure was observed to be 0.4-0.6 R• inside the plasmapause. The ordinary nose structure may be formed in the stationary large-scale electric field after a long time with corresponding losses with the edge, for example, at L = 3, but the intensity is too small to determine the structure on the CAMMICE/MICS energy-time spectrograms. Assuming that the plasmapause was formed in the weak electric field (0.1 mV/m) estimated above, we now consider whether the intense nose structure could also be formed under the influence of this convection electric field.
The Interball Auroral measurements show that the inner edge of the intense nose structure was 2 Re outward of the plasmapause (at 1624 UT, it was at 6.73 Rr). Thus there was no indication of plasma sheetlike plasma earthward of the intense nose edge at that time. Therefore the intense nose edge position recorded by Interball Auroral gives us the closest possible location of the plasma population that could form the intense nose structure observed during the Polar inbound pass (intense nose edge at 4.7 Rr) 2.5 hours later. The injection event registered at 6.6 Re by the LANL satellite at 1755 UT was the first indicator of intense inward plasma trasport connected with the substorm intensification at 1725 UT. After this, the intense nose structure moved inward by 2 Re during only about I hour.
As particles with smaller pitch angles can come closer to the Earth along magnetic field lines, there is some concern that measurements made at different magnetic > 3) . In the event shown here, AE was very moderate and Kp was around 2, and hence one would not expect a strong large-scale electric field enhancement in the inner magnetosphere. We suggest that such structures are formed by short-lived impulsive electric fields that are also associated with the energetic particle injections at geosynchronous orbit even during moderate activity. The suggestion that the particles are injected into the inner magnetosphere from the near-Earth plasma sheet by a strong inductive electric field due to a substorm dipolarization was used by Ebihara et al. [1999] in their computer simulation for the motion of energetic trapped particles during a magnetic storm.
Polar Particle Observations in the Inner
Magnetosphere
It has been proposed that the intense nose structures seen in the ion spectrograms at L=4-6 (even inside the plasmapause) are formed as a result of inward plasma convection [Smith and Hoffman, 1974; Mcllwain, 1972; Ejiri et al., 1980; Kistler et al., 1989; Sergeev et al., 1991 Sergeev et al., , 1998 concluded that drift calculations can account for only some but not all properties of the traces. In addition to differences in the spectral shape between the peaked structures and intense nose events, they also differ in the plasma composition: whereas the peaked structures show strong indications of ionospheric material (He + , O+), the intense nose events also show a plasma component originating from the solar wind (He++). However, because the MICS measurements have quite high energy thresholds for the ionospheric species, this conclusion warrants further study. Also the abundance of ionospheric ions in the inner magnetosphere is proportional to the level of geomagnetic (substorm or storm) activity [Daglis et al., 1994] .
Our statistical study showed that, in general, fewer intense nose-like events were observed at dawn than at dusk, which is consistent with previous observations made by Ejiri et al. [1980] . However, the results show some differences with the preliminary statistics of Fennell et al. [1998] . They found that the occurrence frequency of the spectral peaks is largest on the dayside and smallest near midnight. Furthermore, for multiple traces the occurrence peaks on the dayside.
As was noted above, statistics of the intense nose structures revealed that they are associated with substorm activity (no events were found during quiet periods) but that a significant portion of the events occur during small to moderate activity (150-to 250-nT disturbance in the AE index). Furthermore, the intense nose structures can live for more than a day in the inner magnetosphere after forming in the nightside. This life period was obtained for the events with the prolonged quiet period after the disturbance which could form the observed intense nose structure. But the exact lifetime of the events is difficult to define, because their lifetime is longer than the typical interval between two substorms. On the other hand, Fennell et al. [1998] observed the spectral peaks during enhanced magnetic activity or during the recovery phase. In either case, it seems clear that enhanced large-scale convection associated with high magnetic activity cannot alone account for their formation.
Conclusions
We have analyzed Polar CAMMICE/MICS measurements during 1997 by using the flux versus time spectrograms for different ion species to examine "intense nose structures," which are seen as strong enhancements of low-energy (plasma sheet-like) ions in the ring current region. In this paper we show statistical results of their occurrence, lifetime, inward penetration, and relation to substorm activity. The main results are summarized below:
1. Fewer intense nose events were observed in the dawn sector than in the dusk sector. This is probably due to the particle losses in the dayside magnetosphere (precipitation and charge exchange with exospheric neutrals) and due to the differences in the particle trajectories as particles drift around the Earth.
The intense nose structures recorded around mid-
night and noon were observed to reach closer to the Earth (L = 3.1) than those recorded near dawn and dusk (L = 3.5).
3. Intense nose structures can persist for more than 1 day in the inner magnetosphere. 4. There are no clear signatures of intense nose structures during long lasting geomagnetically quiet periods, but even small disturbances (AE ..• 150-250 nT) increase their occurrence frequency considerably. The decrease in the number of events for Kp > 3 may be caused by selection criteria (during strongly disturbed conditions the nose structures are difficult to identify in the data).
5.
Intense nose structures were already found 25 min after an injection registered at geosynchronous orbit. Such rapid formation of the nose structure is one piece of evidence that an enhanced large-scale convection electric field is not sufficient for the formation of the nose structures.
In a case study, we examined the time evolution of an intense nose structure that formed on November 3, 1997. We compared the nose structure location and the plasmapause location with drift trajectory computations by Ejiri et al. [1980] . The results are summarized below:
